
Hash Trash .. don’t let the facts get in 

the way of a good story! 
 

 

The pack arrived all eager to see what this “GCard” run was all about. Fanny Charmer was 

well prepared and way too caring of everybody’s need for information, so the pre run briefing 

ran into 10 minutes as he answered all the questions asked by the pack. Then he briefed the 

run/walk, and It was very simple....Take the free drink voucher and walk/run or shuffle to the 

Darcy Arms, drink your beer and come back here for dinner. $17 goes a long way at hash!! 

 

The pack all ended up at Darcy and drank their beer and dutifully returned for more beers and 

some friendly conversation and Nosh. Except for Shat, Bluecard and Sir Jo who thought the 

beer and the conversation at the bar was worth a few more rounds, and they returned just in 

time for Nosh. Phantom and Missing Link both lived up to their names and joined us for a 

beer and did not come for Nosh.  

 

Soon after our return to Cascade Gardens better known as the home for the homeless, the 

party pies hit the table and the warmth of the “all Aussie beef” and crispiness of the pastry 

was appreciated, as they were smothered with tomato sauce and devoured.  

 

Then the mango chutney and pickles were put on the table to compliment the second course 

of chickpea and chicken curry. The nosh was prepared the day before and the curry was 

perfectly blended throughout the dish. There was plenty of the rice and curry and some had 

seconds.  

 

Desert was lemon or cherry tart and cream, cheerfully served by Fanny who was very curse 

with his instructions on how it should be sliced and who could have which piece.  

 

GM Sir Two Dogs called the circle and Fanny Charmer entered the circle for his DD, and 

Dressing Down. Run Report by Rug, who was most disappointed that Fanny has not used 

any of the hashing skills Rug taught him. Rug was looking for the chalk and flour, and even 

inspected the light rail in the hope of finding some, but alas there was none on this 

run. Slug gave the walk report and said that 1.7klm was not enough and he did some extra 

klm into Surfers.  

 

Nosh report was given by Sir Rabbit and he said the curry packed a punch and he would let 

us know the rest of the report in the morning.  

 

The GM called for returning runners and Nasty was given an exemption.  

 

The golf day trophy was presented by Weekly to the winning team of Iceman, Badger, 

Shitbags and Poxy.  

 

RA called out VD to present his 600 run shirt.  

The 3 stragglers Shat, Bluecard and Sit Jo were given a DD 

Swollen was called out for calling an android phone an “Andrew”. He then had another drink 

for leaving his hat on in the circle.  



 

POW was absent again. Fanny should have thought twice before he gave it 

to Carefree before his 3 month stay in Sydney. Shat was given the POW by Carefreeto give 

to Fanny who objected profusely that it was not legal to give it back to the giver, and 

reluctantly accepted it.  

 

Weekly told a joke about growing new hair.  

Sir Jo told a joke about a newly wed couple and a small penis on their wedding night.  

Iceman told a joke about an old couple with Alzheimer’s trying to stay out of a nursing 

home  

 

GM read a news article about a woman in the US stopping an Alligator with a hand gun and 

using her now dead ex husband as a sacrificial decoy.   

 

Next weeks Run Badger on Hope Island.  

End of circle by Fanny.  

 Thanks to Slug for being this weeks hash flash  

 

On On Sec  

Nasty  

 

 

 
 

 

 
 


